
SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1602

Saturday 15th & Sunday 16th, October 2016

Hares: Fungus, Once Weekly
 Twice Nightly & Pole Position

phuket-hhh.com

Before the Run we observed a two-minute silence to honour the passing of the King.

We had two Runs in the hills and fields of Khanom in what was a beautiful Outstation Run. The GM
thanked the Hares for a great Run and walk on both days!

We asked the owner of CC Bar, Charlie to come in so we
could thank him for all his superb support in helping to
manage this weekend for us. We presented him a Khanom
PHHH shirt and the GM made him a honorary PHHH
member! We followed  this up by getting all his staff in for a
well earned down down!

Given the situation we decided to curtail most of the planed
entertainment but as Hashers do, we managed....Our very own
Rack Pack came in a sang a song that will stay in our
memories...What A Rat and SADG got us off to a super
start...Lucky Lek tried in vain to do his Annutmunts but the
GM wasn't having any of it..after two more attempts LL
climbed the lookout tower at the bar to ring the GM's bell for his Annumtmunts...so he climbed back 
down and in he came and did a great spot for the circle. Blue Harlot got a crowd of us in and made us 
read out...what you would never hear on the Hash, ending up with the GM having his bell stuck up his 
bum......On the Sunday BH got in just about all the girls left, along with willing lads for what was the 
best beach game we have ever seen...I was still laughing driving home!..so in the end we had some 
great entertainment...thanks  to all of you!

VIRGIN in...we had a virgin from Austria, Michael..he joined us from the bar and would you believe 
it..he got wet!

VISITING HASHER...Ta, from Samui Hash...& one from the bar and she had a great time..welcome!

http://phuket-hhh.com/


RUN OFFENSES...The scribe was pissing about and made very little notes but we had a few in to tell 
some trail tails!

NEW NAMES....Bo ( Tootsies wife) is now...BOTOX...Marianne is now MARIANNE'S 
TRENCH..Valerie (wife of Flambe) is now PYROMANIAC....and finally Darren, as an ex-policeman
and manager of a legal whorehouse in Sydney...is now...COPPER SAN!

Before closing the circle the GM got in all the Khanom Team, 
Fungus, Once Weekly, Pole Positon, Twice Nightly, Two Stroke, 
Lucky Lek (& the hares brought in the GM!)..to thank them for their 
hard work in making this Outstation Run a great success..Thank you 
to you all!

HARES in. The Run Master said...no way was Hash Shit going to the
Hares but he could surely find someone!....As he tried so hard to do 
his Annutmunts and failed..it went to Lucky Lek..Although I thought 
it might of been awarded to the local guy who tried to shoot Price 

Charles on the Run (big applause).....AND MISSED (loud booing)!

A super weekend was had by all...thank you for
taking your time in joining us in Khanom.

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER ( GM & SCRIBE )

Here's a link to some pics on CC Charlies website.

http://www.ccbeachbar.com/events-cc/phuket-hash-house-harriers-outstation-to-khanom-cc-beach-bar/

